
MARKET MACHINATIONS  
Friday 29th March 2019 
    

STORE 

 Cattle numbers more than doubled to 4602 head this week at Roma.  
 Quality was mixed with cattle drawn from the Maranoa, Warrego and the 

central west. 
 Young steers under 280kgs lifted by 20-30c reaching 318c, the bulk from 270 

to 308c. 
 Steers from 280 to 400kg topped at 302c, and sold from 260 to 292c to be 10 -20c dearer. 
 Feeder steers sold to 278c and averaged 231c. 

 Heifers under 280kgs reached 266c to be 30-40c stronger most selling from 200 to 240c. 
 Feeder weight heifers 280 to 450kgs topped at 265c and ranged from 200 to 240c. 
 Processors paid to 265c for the top kill heifers the bulk from 220 to 240c. 
 Heavy kill cows were firm to 3c dearer to top at 223c most from 175 to 195c. 
 Store and boner cows varied widely to sell from 100 to 175c depending upon weight and 

condition. 
 

PRIME 

 NO PRIME SALE THIS DUE TO THE WEATHER 

 
                            
                             '--17 '--18 '—19 
 
 

 

THE WEEK AHEAD 

It was a week that rain was finally received in many areas across the central west, southwest and 
even into the Maranoa and Warrego. For many producers north and west of Longreach it was the 
follow up rain that they really needed. Across some districts of the south, it was the first 
worthwhile rain for many, many months. The question is now will there be worthwhile follow up, 
and when? Impacts on the cattle market has been immediate with light cattle in particular kicking 
20-40c per kg, or $40 to $80 per head. On light heifers under 200kgs the market has risen by 60c 
a kilo or $120 per head over the past month. Compared to 12 to 24 months ago it is still not 
great, but the momentum has shifted for the better. As the saying goes “A rising tide lifts all 
boats”, so let’s hope the tide is not fully in yet? Another question that I look forward to being 
answered is how many cattle that were booked in until early May to some feedlots and processors 
will be delivered? On many previous occasions, the same mob of feeders or prime cattle have 
been booked into many different destinations waiting to see who could handle them first. In 
addition, many of these mobs were booked in without a price. We are going to find out who was 
swimming without their togs as the tide (numbers) get harder to find. Certainly, for many 
producers who didn’t get much change, not much has changed but it’s a much more positive 
marketplace now.   
 

**AGENTS** 
 

Duncan McLeod 0428 225 727    Cameron Adcock 0428 988 252 
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**MAA AGENTS FOR DATAMARS NLIS TAGS & ZEETAGS **  
 
 

 

Source: MLA< USDA and other commercially available information. Disclaimer: MAA shall not be responsible for any loss, damage or expense, which may be sustained by any reader of this report due to neglect, omission, 
delay or failure on the part of MAA in its report on market conditions. Although every care has been taken in compiling the report, it is stressed that its content is an opinion only and not be taken as any more than that. 

 

CATEGORY 
LIVEWEIGHT HSCW 

PRICE 

RANGE 
LWT Eq. MOVEMENT 

 
Trade Feeder Steers 

300-400kg n/a n/a 260-270 NC 

Trade Feeder Heifers 300-400kg n/a n/a 250-260 NC 

Heavy Feeders 350-500kg n/a n/a 280 - 300c 
 

NC 
 

Angus Feeders 380-520kg n/a n/a 315 – 330c        NC 

0 – 2T (MSA) 530-730kg 240-340kg 540 - 560c 292 - 302c 
 

NC 

 
4 – 8T 550-730kg 300-420kg 525 - 535c  284 - 289c 

 

NC 
 

Cows 440-475kg 200-300kg 360 - 440c        173 - 211c 
 

NC 

 


